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Cleaning a Dirty Sponge Only Helps Its Worst
Bacteria, Study Says
Microwaving your dirty sponge will only kill some of the bacteria on it, leaving the
strongest, smelliest and potentially most pathogenic strains. Credit Christophe Morin/IP3,
via Getty Images

Stop. Drop the sponge and step away from the microwave.
That squishy cleaning apparatus is a microscopic universe,
teeming with countless bacteria. Some people may think that
microwaving a sponge kills its tiny residents, but they are only
partly right. It may nuke the weak ones, but the strongest, smelliest
and potentially pathogenic bacteria will survive.
Then, they will reproduce and occupy the vacant real estate of the dead. And your sponge will just be
stinkier and nastier and you may come to regret having not just tossed it, suggests a study published
last month in 5EKGPVKHKE4GRQTVU.
Bacteria are everywhere, so it’s no surprise that a kitchen sponge would be full of them. But previous
research had underestimated a sponge’s quantity and range of bacteria. By looking at the &0# and
40# in samples from 14 used sponges that may be as dirty as the one sitting in your sink right now,
Markus Egert, a microbiologist at the University of (WTVYCPIGP in Germany, and his team identified
362 different species of bacteria living within them. And the scientists were surprised to find how
densely microbes occupied such close quarters: #DQWV  DKNNKQP DCEVGTKC YGTG NKXKPIKP LWUV CEWDKE
KPEJQHURCEG.

ň6JCVņUVJG UCOG FGPUKV[ QHDCEVGTKC [QWECP HKPF KP JWOCP UVQQNUCORNGUŉ&T'IGTVUCKF
ň6JGTGCTGRTQDCDN[PQQVJGTRNCEGUQPGCTVJYKVJUWEJJKIJDCEVGTKCNFGPUKVKGUŉ
The sponge attracts bacteria — which arrive via food, the skin or other surfaces — with the perfect
living conditions. There is lots of warm, wet and nutrient-rich space for them to thrive.
And among those taking advantage of these amenities, the scientists found, was a microbe called
/QTCZGNNC QUNQGPUKU. It is widespread in nature and lives on the human skin. It can cause infections in
people with weak immune systems, although the risk posed by the bacteria found in sponges is hard
to assess.
/QTCZGNNCQUNQGPUKU is primarily responsible for the stench of dirty laundry, and it may also be the reason
that your sponge eventually emits a funky odor.
The odor is a compound produced by the bacterium’s metabolism. It eats fat. It excretes fat. And that
fatty excrement stinks.
The thrifty among us may try to clean a sponge that starts to stink, but it’s probably time to let it go.
Disinfecting it, as many have tried, does not necessarily work. You can microwave a sponge, throw it
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in the laundry or dishwasher, douse it in vinegar or other cleansing solutions or even cook it in a pot.
But the researchers discovered more of the potentially pathogenic bacteria, like /QTCZGNNCQUNQGPUKU, on
the sponges collected from people who said they routinely disinfected them.

ň9JGP RGQRNG CV JQOG VT[ VQENGCP VJGKTURQPIGUVJG[ OCMG KVYQTUGŉ&T 'IGTV UCKF Ń
UKOKNCT VQ JQY RGQRNG ECP GPEQWTCIG CPVKDKQVKE TGUKUVCPV DCEVGTKC KH VJG[ FQPņV HQNNQY VJG
FQEVQTņUQTFGTU*GUC[U KH[QWECPņVENGCP KVRGTHGEVN[KVOC[DGDGUV VQTGRNCEGKVYKVJ C
PGYQPGGXGT[YGGMQTUQŃGURGEKCNN[ňKHKVUVCTVUVQOQXGŉ
But if you would rather not create that much waste, run it through a laundry machine at the hottest
setting using a powder detergent and bleach and then use it somewhere other than the kitchen that is
less hygiene-sensitive, like the bathroom.

ň0QY +ņO CP GZRGTV KP JQY VQ ENGCP URQPIGUŉ UCKF &T 'IGTV YJQ YCPVU VQ EQORCTG
FKUKPHGEVKQPOGVJQFUKPCHQNNQYWRUVWF[ň+ņOYCKVKPIHQTVJGURQPIGKPFWUVT[VQECNNOGŉ
❐ A version of this article appears in print on August 8, 2017, on Page D2 of the New York edition
with the headline: Counter Offensive: Microwaving a Sponge Makes Bad Bacteria Quite Happy to
Stay.
➤ Readers wrote in with many questions about sponges. We answered a selection of them
here.
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